
 

Five Minutes With?Gregor Bleimann, President,
Connected Development

Rich Nass, Embedded Computing Brand Director

In this week?s Five Minutes with?segment, I put Gregor Bleimann,
President of Connected Development on the hot seat. The reason
being was that he?s brand new to the company, about three
weeks in, so I wasn?t sure how he?d handles the questions.
Connected Development , a spin-out from Multi-Tech Systems , is
focusing on the Industrial IoT, one of the areas that has a huge potential. At least
that?s my opinion, one that Gregor seemed to agree with. Continued...
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Over-the-air firmware upgrades for Internet of
Things devices

Richa Dham Cypress Semiconductor and Sachin Gupta, Cypress Semiconductor

The scale of the Internet of Things (IoT) brings many challenges to
deployment. In our homes alone, we?ve seen a dramatic increase in the

number of connected devices from just a router and a couple of personal
computers to multiple smart devices that remotely lock doors, activate window
blinds, control lighting, manage temperature and humidity, and more. In order for
this multitude of devices to remain relevant and secure, over-the-air (OTA)
firmware upgrades must become an integral part of IoT systems. Imagine a
huge? Continued...
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IoT endpoint protection and good cyber hygiene
Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor

Andrew Howard, Chief Technology Officer of Kudelski Security, a
managed security services and cyber security consulting firm that
recently launched an IoT Security Center of Excellence, provides
tips and advice for good cyber hygiene in the age of networked
devices.
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Hardware agnostic IoT solution takes
customization to the next level

Jamie Leland, Content Assistant

Last year, n.io , an Internet of Things (IoT) software platform
company, put forth a universal interoperability and artificial
intelligence platform for an agriculture solution, n.io Ag , and was
awarded Gold in the Dell Connect What Matters competition, which challenged
participants to come up with an IoT solution with real business value using a Dell
Edge Gateway for IoT . In their pilot agriculture solution, they outfitted a vineyard
with sensors to monitor plants, field conditions, irrigation systems, and
mechanical devices and connected? Continued...

I3C: An upgraded interface for a world of sensors
Brandon Lewis, Technology Editor

Enter the Improved Inter-Integrated Circuit (I3C), a next-
generation chip-to-chip interconnect capable of supporting not only
mobile devices, but Internet of Things (IoT), wearables, and
automotive sensor subsystems as well. Below, Foust explains.
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